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Caithness Community Planning Partnership
Thurso Locality Plan
Young Men Focus Group
Throughout April and May 2019, Thurso Development Officer under Aspiring Communities programme
has consulted with 24 young men aged between 17 – 25 years living in Thurso. Consultation has taken
place in groups and through one on one sessions. Respondents have requested that while their
responses may be discussed throughout the Caithness Community Partnership and used to inform work
in the Thurso Locality Plan their preference is for results to not be made publically available.
Of these young men, all are either working on zero hours contracts or are currently unemployed. Of 10
who are currently unemployed, only 6 are claiming any form of benefits. The breakdown of respondents
is as follows:
Identifier
Respondent One
Respondent Two
Respondent Three
Respondent Four
Respondent Five
Respondent Six
Respondent Seven
Respondent Eight
Respondent Nine
Respondent Ten
Respondent Eleven
Respondent Twelve
Respondent Thirteen
Respondent Fourteen
Respondent Fifteen
Respondent Sixteen
Respondent Seventeen
Respondent Eighteen
Respondent Nineteen
Respondent Twenty
Respondent Twenty-one
Respondent Twenty-two
Respondent Twenty-three
Respondent Twenty-four

Age
17
18
17
19
19
19
23
23
23
24
25
25
25
18
17
24
19
20
20
21
21
22
24
25

Living Status
Parent
Parent
Friend
Own Home
Friend
Partner
Partner
Friend
Partner
Partner
Parent
Parent
Friend
Partner
Friend
Own Home
Partner
Partner
Own Home
Friend
Friend
Partner
Partner
Own Home

Employment Status
Unemployed, no benefits
Unemployed, no benefits
Unemployed, no benefits
Unemployed, Universal Credit
Zero Hours Contract
Zero Hours Contract
Zero Hours Contract
Zero Hours Contract
Zero Hours Contract
Share Fisherman
Labourer, Full time on a 12mth contract
Labourer, Agency work
Labourer, Agency work
Unemployed, no benefits
Unemployed, no benefits, odd jobs
Unemployed, diagnosed mental health
Zero Hours Contract
Zero Hours Contract
Unemployed, benefits
Share Fisherman
Share Fisherman
Unemployed, no benefits, odd jobs
Unemployed, no benefits, odd jobs
Agency work

As shown above by the levels of young men who are unemployed and not claiming any benefits as
they have dropped out of the system, they are not appearing on current statistics. This was part of
the reasoning of consulting with them as they genuinely are the hard to reach as are not engaged
with any agencies or contributing to statistics.

Living Status
17% live in their own home, of these ALL live in Highland Council one bedroom properties. All were
provided with properties after at one stage having been declared homeless and in all situations due to
family breakdown and leaving the parental home. Only one of those who have their own home is
currently in work. The others pay rent via benefits. The one young man who works expressed fear for
the future as he is currently employed in the construction industry on agency work:
“I never know when the work might end and I’m back having to claim benefits again. It’s scary, I could
go to work on a Friday and literally be told my contract has ended and have no work on Monday. I’ve
gone through benefits before and it takes ages to get anything, sometimes by the time benefits kick in
I’ve got another contract but it means I’ve not paid my rent and it all ends up in a mess with all my
money from the new job going to catching up what was missed.”
Respondent Twenty-Four (Age 25 years, Own Home, Labourer – Agency Work
17% live with their parents, two of those still living with parents are 25 years old and both are employed
in the construction industry on either a contract or agency work. Both expressed that they felt having
their home would be nearly impossible as they don’t feel their employment is secure.
36% are living with their Partner. Again the lack of secure employment is an issue and all respondents
acknowledged that if it wasn’t for their partner having either employment or benefits due to having
children they would not be able to live in their own home. Five respondents stated that if it was not for
having a partner, they would have nowhere else to go. Three stated that the reason they are with and
living with a partner is for housing.
30% are living with a Friend. This takes various forms and is of the most concerning. Living with a friend
takes various forms from living in a friend’s parental home as a lodger. This applied to four respondents.
To literally couch hopping between friends. There exists, particularly in the Ormlie area a culture where
one respondent has secured a home due to homeless status, claims benefits to pay the rent, others will
also live in the house and sleep on the couch or the floor.

“My Mum and Dad broke up and my Mum moved away from Thurso. My Dad had a new family so didn’t
want me to stay with them. I had nowhere to go. I was 15 years old, didn’t go to school and no one was
really there. A friend’s Mum took me in for a while and then I got a girlfriend who had her own house
because she had a couple of kids, I lived with her then but she had mental health issues and committed
suicide. By then we had our own baby but after my girlfriend died they all got took into care. I went back
to my friend’s Mum’s house for a while but I was struggling in my head y’know and she kicked me out
so I stayed at my sisters for a while till she kicked me out and now I’m on a mate’s floor up in Ormlie. I
work but it isn’t much, zero hours some months I get around £300 other months it can be more like £600
but its difficult to do much. My mate just has a microwave, I don’t remember my mum cooking, it was
only when I was a kid and I went to _____________ house I had proper dinners and sometimes by my
Granny but she’s dead now. I eat Pot Noodles and microwave burgers, sleep on a floor and I smoke
Cannabis because it helps me escape a bit. I want life with a house, kids, a job but don’t think it will
happen so it is day to day.”
Respondent Eight, (Age 23 years, Zero Hours Contract)

Employment Status

30% of respondents are unemployed but not claiming any benefits. Two of those are supported by
parents in the parental home. One of those is not claiming benefits as until recently was attending
North Highland College and was in receipt of bursary but dropped out at Easter.
Three are supported financially by their partners who are either in work or in receipt of benefit.
Five admitted to picking up odd pieces of work which received cash payments. Examples were;
 Fish landing at Scrabster
 Welking
 Line catching fish
 Fencing/general odd jobs
 Working cash in hand for a local contractor/tradesmen sporadically
 General lifting and shifting work such as helping with dump runs
 Fixing cars
 Grass cutting
“I’d love to get a job like a proper job but there ain’t nothing out there. I did construction at College and
worked on one of the substations but then that work went away again and I was just labouring so didn’t
get any further. I love driving and my mate co-drives me in his van but I could never afford proper lessons
or get through a test but I think if one day I can get regular work I’d be a driver doing deliveries or the
taxis or something”
Respondent Twenty-Two (Age 22, living with partner, unemployed, not claiming benefits)
“I tried the benefit thing but I missed an appointment because I never got the letter telling me I had an
appointment until the day after but they wouldn’t listen to me and I got sanctioned. It ain’t worth it the
benefits thing cos you have to jump to their tune. I cut grass in the summer with a mower I got off an
old boy and in the winter work on cars. I’m good with cars and fixing stuff but I don’t have no
qualifications just know how to do it and not good with reading or going to college to learn. I just know.”
Respondent Twenty-Three (Age 24, living with partner, unemployed, not claiming benefits)
13% in receipt of benefits. All acknowledged that this was so that they could pay for housing. All have
engaged with various agencies from time to time –Department of Work and Pensions, Highland Council
Housing, medical professionals. One is in receipt of benefits due to having been diagnosed with a
mental health issue, they are currently medicated but are not receiving any further support for their
condition other than being on a waiting list for treatment.

“I struggled at school, was smoking cannabis most days and never sat my exams. My mum is a single parent and I’ve
little brothers and a sister at home. I was getting into trouble and she kicked me out lived in_________________ but
came up here to sleep on a mates couch and got a house off the council just wanted out of Inverness cos of who was
around me but I ended up partying and taking drugs and ended up in bother and had an episode but that got me help
at first but I’m waiting on proper counselling got pills from doctor but use other stuff too to feel better. Just want to
get sorted.”
Respondent Sixteen (Age 24, unemployed on benefits, diagnosed mental health condition)
31% are employed on zero hour contracts all of these are within the fishing industry at Scrabster and
are a variety from fish landings to crab packing to fish filleting. Average earnings are around £300 per
month but can occasionally rise to around £700 for the month. Work is sporadic and generally although
they can work most days it can just be for an hour or maybe two hours in the early morning before
sometimes having to go back in the evening for an hour or so.

“I’d love to be able to do more hours but you need lots of boys to get the job done and that means its lots of work by
lots of us and it gets done then go home. Some days I don’t get a text. Hard to plan anything cos you get a text half an
hour before and just need to go to work. I asked for more hours but to get more work means going off to sea to fish
and I don’t want to do that cos I hear of the accidents and stuff.”
Respondent Seven (Age 23, Living with Partner, Zero Hours Contract)

13% are employed as Share Fishermen, two of which are on day boats operating from Scrabster and
the other on a crab fishing boat.
“Its hard work going to the sea but don’t know what I would do if I didn’t. Money is hard sometimes you
have and sometimes you don’t. Sometimes you don’t get because of the weather. I’d be lost if it wasn’t
for my girlfriend she works as a carer and has a steady income so she pays the bills. There needs to be
more checking of health and safety up here though it wasn’t until there was an accident that I got my
sea survival no one was bothered about me going to the sea before that and I’ve been going for 4 years.”
Respondent Ten (Age 24, living with partner, share fisherman)

13% are employed as Labourers in the Construction Industry either via an agency or one is on a 12
month job contract. All who are working in the Construction Industry completed the Access to
Construction Skills one year course at Thurso College. Two currently work away from Thurso on
contracts and two are still working locally. All acknowledged that the work they are doing does not feel
secure and identified various issues with the work.








Working for an agency can mean being told at short notice, no longer required. Examples of
going to work on a Friday to be told no longer required.
No investment to develop. All felt that they could be doing more than just labouring but
agencies do not put any investment into them gaining the tickets to develop skills.
Tickets are expensive, even for driving a forklift and there is no assistance towards it.
All had in the past completed work placements with local companies in the hope of getting
taken on to complete a trade, all had a story to tell where they felt they had been taken
advantage of and apprenticeships had gone instead to business owners friends sons etc. It
wasn’t about how well you worked, it was about who you knew.
All expressed a wish for more courses to be available locally in order to specialise.
Difficult to get further work after a job ends, need to be able to travel and drive but most jobs
are 7am – 7pm and include weekends. When can you fit in driving lessons?

“I tried and tried to get a trade. I did courses at college for access to construction skills. I did work placements
through work clubs that PPP in Wick arranged and [Skills Development Scotland] and on placement from
College. Every one promised if I worked hard they would have an apprenticeship but each time someone else
got took on. On one for a Plumber I’d done lots of work placements been to college worked for the Plumbers
for £50 a week off my own back as a Plumbers Mate, promised an apprenticeship but gave it to a 16 year
old boy straight out of school cos he was his Dad’s mate. The boy lasted six months. If I had that chance no
way I would waste it. Now I go from job to job been lucky now the boy I’m working for is trying to build a
business and he’s good to me. Pays my travel and accommodation and is going to pay for tickets for me but
no way I would get that from a Caithness business or an agency.”
Respondent Eleven (Age 25, Living with Parent, Labourer 12 month contract)

Issues
The young men consulted with raised a number of issues and possible solutions they felt could be made
in Thurso in terms of their living and working circumstances and issues that they witness around them.
They were each asked to arrange these into priority needs and suggested solutions which have been
compiled as a group as below.

Issue
Drugs, Addiction issues

Mental Health

Evidence
All respondents admitted to being drug takers,
from daily usage and addiction issues to habitual
drug use. The drug in use most often was
cannabis. Recent issues in the community from
deaths and major crime was expressed as
stopping some from taking other drugs. While it
is a small sample, younger respondents under the
age of 22 were more flippant regarding drug use,
older in the 23-25 expressed they had actively
moved on and had cut back drug use.
All respondents expressed that they had at time
to time struggled with mental health. Also more
than half expressed that there was a history of
mental illness in families from parental to
siblings.

“There is no one to talk to, we talk to eachother
more these days about it, when we feel down but
pretty much all of us do and if you go to the doctor
but say you take drugs then they just want to
treat that but most of us know it’s the mental
health you take drugs to escape feeling hopeless”
Employment

Facilities and Activities

Transport

Food Poverty

Suggested Solution
Addiction services being too difficult to
access
Educating more about the side effects and
impacts of certain drugs
Need to reach people in a way they speak
E.g. A few years ago a friend launched
social media group against legal highs
when there had been deaths and it
worked, stopped taking legal highs.
Having access to services where you are
treated as a human being, just being able
to have an informal chat with someone.
Texting rather than talking.
Saturday morning appointments at GPs

As evidenced above

Encouraging businesses to offer contracts
that are not zero hours
Access to training for tickets and financial
assistance – even as no credit check loan
that could be paid back
Courses at North Highland College that
teach a trade rather than having to find a
business to take you as an apprentice
More adult apprenticeships
Access to quality work programmes where
you learn rather than being seen as cheap
labour
“My options are work, Xbox or go to gym, playing Boxing gym
football or something like that you need to have Cross training
money for equipment and be in that clique of men Informal, rather than team sports

or you don’t get accepted.”
“The gym at the pool is great but could do with
more organised things that aren’t for women”
“If you don’t drive it is hard to get around even for
jobs but you end up working like 60 hours so no
time to fit in driving lessons. Most jobs are in the
country but no access to transport. Job at____but
had to turn it down because couldn’t get there.”
“I don’t know how to cook a meal, takeaways or
micro meals. Sometimes I go days without eating”

Greater flexibility to transport
Out of town employers should arrange
minibuses
Not having to have a ticket to go to food
bank
Mince & Tatties takeaway!

Thurso Locality Plan
Food Insecurity in Thurso
Introduction
Food insecurity has become an increasing issue in Scotland particularly over the last decade where Food
Bank use across the country has significantly increased. At present the information regularly published
by the Trussell Trust is the most common cited when discussing food insecurity nationwide. In Scotland
14,318 referrals were made in 2012/13, rising to 71,428 in 2013/14 and 117,689 in 2014/15. Most
recent figures for 2018/19 show figures have risen to 210,605 referrals. The numbers of people in need
of emergency food aid is increasing expotentially to the point where organisations such as the Trussell
Trust and Menu for Change are lobbying to Government that we are currently experiencing a food
insecurity crises.
The main reasons nationwide for people accessing emergency food aid are illustrated below. Food aid
organisations across Scotland find increasingly that reasons for accessing their services are due to in
work poverty, either zero hours contracts, unstable work hours or low income.

Primary reasons for accessing Emergency Food Aid
(Trussell Trust)
33.11%

20.34%
17.36%

Income not covering essential costs

Benefit Delays

Benefit Changes

Across the UK in 2018/19 1.6 million 3 day emergency food aid parcels were supplied by the Trussell
Trust Network. Their statistics demonstate that in the past 5 years referrals across their network have
risen by 73%. However, this doesn’t tell the fully story of food insecurity. The Scottish Government in
the Report of the Independent Working Group on Food Poverty June 2016 state, “These numbers,
however, are likely to significantly underestimate the scale of the problem of food insecurity. While the
Trussell Trust is the largest foodbank provider, a substantial proportion of charitable emergency food
in Scotland comes from other providers.”
This report seeks to establish the levels of food insecurity in Thurso through direct first hand experience
of 17 individuals who were interviewed over the period of May to September 2019 in Thurso. Earlier
consultation in Thurso with Single Parents and a Young Mum’s Group had found that there were issues
experiencing in food insecurity. Initially this had been through comments regarding food costs in
convenience stores located on housing estates in Thurso compared to costs in Supermarkets. However,

it was found on deeper research that the issues around food insecurity are more complex than this and
factors are also found in transport to supermarkets, ability to meal budget and cooking skills along with
health issues. One of the main impetuses to the report has been a period of consultaton with young
men in the area who have difficulty accessing hot meals and are reliant on takeaways.

Pricing
During consultation with a local Young Mum’s Group based at Ormlie Community Association and on
specific consultation with Single Parents several comments were made regarding the price of
convenience stores across Thurso in comparison to Supermarkets.
The Thurso Development Officer conducted further research into the pricing of a simple basket of food
from each othe main supermarkets and each of the convenience shops in the town.
Thurso is served by 3 main supermarkets and 3 convenience shops situated on various housing estates.
The map below illustrates the location of these using the Scottish Index of Multiple Deprivation Map
for comparison reasons.

Lidl
Supermarke

Frasers
Convenienc

Co-Op
Supermarke

Mcoll’s
Convenienc

Mcoll’s
Convenienc
Tesco
Supermarke

Baskets of shopping for analysis for each store included Bread, Milk (2 litre), Beans, Pasta, Sausages,eggs
and frozen peas. It was found that these were common to all stores and covered a basic food
arrangement of having a carbohydrate, protein and a vegetable. As is common with convenience stores
many lack a full display of fresh fruit and vegetables to make a comparison with supermarkets.
However, it is noted that all convenience stores do stock a supply of fresh fruit and vegetablest the

majority of which are local produce. Local fresh produce is largely not available in Supermarkets in the
town.
It was found on average that convenience stores were £1.22 more expensive than the Supermarkets.
However, it is difficult to give an accurate representation due to the many special offers that exist
particularly in the convenience stores. Lidl was easily the cheapest cost store being -£0.89 cheaper on
average than the other stores.

Transport
Previous to the main food insecurity consultation it was also mentioned in the focus groups with Young
Mum’s, Single Parents and Young Men that transportation to the outlying areas of the town were
difficult if a large shop was needed from a Supermarket. The following findings were made in
investigating transportation.

The Thurso Town Circular Bus Route is available throughout all of the main housing estates and passes
or passed near to all of the main Supermarkets. The Bus runs 3 times per day Monday to Friday
commencing from the Scrabster Ferry Gangway at 10:10, 12:30 and 14:50.
Issues would appear if you are reliant on public transport to access Supermarkets and are in work during
the day. No evening or weekend services operate. However, it could be assumed that if in work an
individual is likely to pass or be near to one of the main supermarkets when working.
On observation of those getting on/off the town circular bus route it is found that this is mainly used
by older people. Informal consultation with older people using the bus route is that they will often head
into town using the bus on the 10:10 service and do a variety of shopping before heading home on the
12:30 service. Of all people spoken to they had up to date paper copies of the Stagecoach bus service
and were knowledgable about bus services in the area.
Issue: Bus Services promoted better to families and young people to access the town centre from
housing estates.
Issue: Lack of evening and weekend services.

Tesco Supermarket offer an online ordering and delivery service. There are a variety of charges
dependent on the time/day that you wish shopping to be delivered. A solution to this may be for groups
of Families, Lone Parents etc to act as a co-operative in ordering shopping and collaborating so only
one delivery fee is charged.
Co-Op Supermarket offer free delivery, however, you do need to shop in store for delivery.

Food Assistance available in Thurso
Thurso Food Bank
Thurso Food Bank operates from 13 Princes Street, Thurso. It relies on donations. To access emergency
3 day food aid a referral must be made for clients. Referrals come from a variety of agences, health
visitors, Citizen’s Advice, Woman’s Aid, GP’s etc can provide a foodbank voucher. The Foodbank is open
on a Tuesday and Friday from 12 – 2:30pm. However, emergency food deliveries can be arranged
outwith those times.
Thurso Community Café
Open 4 days per week from 10am – 2:30pm and provides a meal without stipulation of price. The café
is voluntarily run with one of the days being a Monday where Ripples a charity focused on recovery
from addiction operate the café. A development worker and additional assistance with personal toiletry
items and access to energy tokens is also available.
Thurso Grows
A new project run by Thurso Community Development Trust funded by the Climate Challenge Fund has
recently launched a community garden with produce available to volunteers and the wider community.
A Community Fridge will be launched shortly with the aim of reducing food waste but also addressing
food insecurity without the need for referral. An Eat Well Club has been launched which encourages
the community to attend and cook together and then share an evening meal. This is run once a week.
School Meals
All children in Primary 1,2 and 3 are entitled to a free school meal no matter the financial circumstances
of the family. Children of families in receipt of certain benefits and meeting certain income thresholds
with benefits are entitled to continued free school meals. In Seconday school meals are provided via a
Smartcard which eliminates stigmatism.

National recommendations to reduce Food Insecurity
The Scottish Government have at the heart of food insecurity policies the UN Sustainable Development
Goal 2.1;
“By 2030, end hunger and ensure access by all people, in particular the poor and people in vulnerable
situations, including infants, to safe, nutricious and sufficient food all year round.”
The proposal in Scotland is that everyone has a “right to food” and is underlined in the Good Food
Nation Bill. Proposals include that food poverty is a symptom of wider poverty and disadvantage. The
causes are related to delays and insufficient benefits, job insecurity including earnings being less than
the National Living Wage and insecure working hours such as zero hours contracts. The Scottish Welfare
Fund will supply emergency payments if a crises is apparent, changes to benefits under the new Scottish
Social Security Agency will increase payments of Child Benefit. The Best Start Foods grant available to

families on certain benefits with children under the age of 3 has recently replaced stigmatising food
vouchers with a pre-payment card.
Policy in Scotland reflects policies Internationally in countries such as Canada, New Zealand etc that
approaches to food insecurity must shift from emergency food aid to being approached with dignity
with inclusion and non stigmatising. Community food plans and food hubs are encouraged and ensuring
that those in need are recognised and assisted holistically to solve issues including welfare checks,
budgeting and meal planning advic

Identifier

Circumstance

Work Status

1

Single parent, two children
aged 8 & 14

Employed
(Zero Hours)

2

Older Person

Retired

3

Older Person

Retired

4

Young, single male

Employed
(Zero Hours)

5

Young, single male

Student

6

Family, two adults, two
children

7

Family, two adults, 4
children

Male working,
permanent
contract full
time.
Unemployed

Food Bank Usage

Community Café
Food Insecurity Issues
Usage
Yes, 2/3 times
Didn’t know about I go without sometimes. Tea & Toast for a few days until more
it, will use now
money comes in. Term time ok, harder at Summer. Hard with
a teenager, feeding another adult not a child. Have to balance
very hard. When getting to end of week/month go to parents
for dinner.
No
No
It’s not that I can’t afford food its getting to it and now I eat
more convenience meals. It’s a waste to cook a meal and the
costs of cooking it. I’d like more of a chance to eat with other
people.
No
No, too far away I was ok but my main companion is my little dog. I have £32 a
from where I live
month to pay to vet for medication and things are a struggle
now on my pension. Anxious to use public transport. Rely on
shop at Ormlie and tinned food.
No – but it would Yes – it’s brilliant
Takeaways when I can afford it. Sometimes go without food
help but don’t know
and when I do my mental health can really spiral down. Pot
how to get
noodles and micro burgers are main meals.
No
No – didn’t know Food costs a fortune, use most of my income for it. Sometimes
about it
wonder how I will cope. Mum & Dad and friends help out but
usually because I go visiting rather than asking.
Yes, due to tax No
We don’t have anything for extras as most of our money is for
credit issues
things for the kids or feeding them and us. Food is getting
more expensive.
No

No

We would never take a handout so just cope but it’s the
cheapest stuff that goes the furthest. I can cook so that helps
but I know other people who can’t and its really bad food they
are eating. I feel I spend most of my life meal planning and
thinking about food because I have to otherwise we wouldn’t
be able to live.

8

Single Parent, 3 children

Unemployed

No

No

9

Single Parent, 1 child

Unemployed

No

No

10

Single Parent, 1 child

Employed parttime

No

No

11

Single Parent, 2 children

Employed full
time

No

No

Male employed
on zero hours
contract
Employed
(Part time)

Yes, benefits issues

No

12

Family, 4 children

13

Single Mum, 2 children

14

Older male, single

Self-employed

No

Yes

15

Older male, single

Unemployed

No

Yes

Female works

Yes, used it due to No
large bill

16

Family, two children

No, has since been No, will now use
referred

Times I thought about going to the Foodbank but I don’t want
anyone to see me or see them turning up at my door. We’ve
always got by but not by much.
I wouldn’t use the café or food bank in case someone saw me.
Don’t know how to cook but try to make sure (child) gets fruit.
Plan and plan. I get a tesco delivery once a month and every
Sunday we go from Mount Vernon to Lidl and get the fresh
stuff. Its hard work but if we want money for the extras we
have to put the work into it. Determined my son will have
proper meals and know how to cook.
Can’t cook, working all the time and takes me enough time to
walk to work and back. Use the shop (convenience) and
takeaways. Costs me a fortune. Sometimes I go without or its
pretty basic so the kids have. I do get a meal at work.
We’ve needed to use the foodbank when benefits didn’t get
paid. The kids get a school meal. Summer is harder. Cook in big
batches. I (Mum) sometimes go without.
Just started new job and because of pay cut off I have to go
without for a longer time. I don’t have much in and don’t know
how to cope. Respondent referred to Citizens Advice and
received food bank referral.
Sometimes have nothing left but keep a stock of tins of soup.
With the weather and my work can sometimes end up called
off which means I don’t get paid. Don’t get paid for time off
sick and benefits a nightmare. Community Café does help if
I’m off work. Have gone a few days without food.
Rely on tins, don’t know how to cook. Go to café for a
breakfast and company.
Used food bank once because our boiler broke down and we
had to pay for it. We own our house but sometimes think we
would be better being back with the council because your
heating goes and you can’t eat.

Previous community consultation and via consultation with various stakeholders such as the Thurso Walking
Group, Key Housing Association, Community Café users, Thurso Grows Volunteers and discussions with various
other groups revealed the following:








Access to healthy, inexpensive food is not the only issue. Many community members do not know how
to cook basic meals, meal plan and support themselves to eat well and within budgets.
There is a lack of communal eating opportunities such as Older Person Lunch, community meals. Food aid
is stigmatising and there are opportunities to socialise around food.
There may be an underlying issue in the community where older people are caring for a partner and not
getting nutritional food as they were not the main meal maker in the household.
Older people feeling locked into the housing estates and due to mobility not able to access the main
supermarkets.
Older people living alone not access fresh food as due to bereavement etc their food needs have reduced
and have moved to a reliance on tins or ready meals to avoid food waste.
Younger people not having access to cookers or knowing how to cook and reliant on takeaways and ready
meals.
Access to nutritious food and regular meals impacts on mental health.

Examples of approaches to tackle food insecurity issues
Dementia Friendly Communities
https://connectingcommunities.co.uk/
Operating in Golspie they offer two services. A Dinner to your Door service. Providing a low cost 3 course meal
and ordered on demand by users. This service could be particularly helpful where for example the wife in the
home is experiencing dementia, she was the main caregiver and cook, husband needs to take this over but cannot
produce the nutritious meals needed.
They also offer a grab bag service which is available to all and delivers a pack lunch, used by professionals, families
with children etc.
A service such as this could be supplemented by sales of food in addition to providing at a lower cost for those in
need.
Meal Makers
http://www.mealmakers.org.uk/
A nationwide scheme which encourages people to volunteer and cook a meal, the volunteer is matched with
someone either in need or experiencing social isolation who would like to share a meal. Volunteer cooks once a
week and takes it to the persons home and shares a meal with them.
North Lanarkshire Food and Health Partnership
https://www.lcfhp.co.uk/contact/
Offer a variety of services including connecting people with local food co-operatives with food vouchers access
on referral, people are then in control of their shopping. Offer courses in learning to cook, meal plan and budget
including cook together activities for Mums and children across the age ranges.

Thurso Locality Plan
Engagement
Over the duration of the 12 month project initially work within the Thurso Locality Plan was slow until the majority
of evidence had been gathered. However, since this has been in place Thurso Locality Plan stakeholders and
partners have met regularly to discuss the evidence and the Thurso Locality Plan is now aligned against the
Highland Improvement Outcome Plan.
The key priorities of Thurso Community Hub and youth development are in progress. Youth Development has
been met with difficulties from Highlife Highland under its statutory obligations however, Thurso Youth Club
operating independently in the third sector has filled the gap left by this and has recently secured funding for
senior youth development workers due to the assistance of this programme.
Third sector organisations in the main are taking the lead in Thurso from Thurso Community Development Trust
with ongoing project work, community engagement and the pursuance of a Community Hub for Thurso to Ripples
who concentrate efforts on addiction support and recovery to the Thurso Community Café meeting the needs of
those experiencing inequalities.
Where actions have been Caithness wide these have been taken into a Caithness wide plan. Issues such as public
transport are issues across both Wick, Thurso and Rural Caithness along with access to Healthcare services. The
Caithness Community Planning Partnership to date have been slow to respond to further consultation on this due
to capacity issues but plans are afoot to address these issues by re-engaging with the NHS and also the Caithness
Transport Forum.
A key issue which remains unsolved in Thurso at present is the lack of available childcare particularly with the new
free childcare slots. Innovative solutions are required for this away from third sector and statutory agencies and
currently while childminding as a career is being promoted a private company is exploring the potential of offering
childcare provision in the town.
Food insecurity remains an issue but partnership working in the third sector between Thurso Community
Development Trust, the Thurso Community Café and Thurso Youth Club seeks to resolve this by offering further
community meals and a community fridge will soon be offered. Community capacity has been created via the
launch of the Thurso Community Magazine which seeks to promote third sector agencies to the public.
The project has seen that while issues have not been fully resolved due to the complexity of their nature, more
organisations are speaking to each other and are aware of their services and partnership working is being
promoted.

